Dramatic change in function and expression pattern of a gene duplicated by polyploidy created a paternal effect gene in the Brassicaceae.
New gene formation by polyploidy has been an ongoing process during the evolution of various eukaryotes that has contributed greatly to the large number of genes in their genomes. After duplication, some genes that are retained can acquire new functions or expression patterns, or subdivide their functions or expression patterns between duplicates. Here, we show that SHORT SUSPENSOR (SSP) and Brassinosteroid Kinase 1 (BSK1) are paralogs duplicated by a polyploidy event that occurred in the Brassicaceae family about 23 Ma. SSP is involved in paternal control of zygote elongation in Arabidopsis thaliana by transcription in the sperm cells of pollen and then translation in the zygote, whereas BSK1 is involved in brassinosteroid signal transduction. Comparative analysis of expression in 63 different organs and developmental stages revealed that BSK1 and SSP have opposite expression patterns in pollen compared with all other parts of the plant. We determined that BSK1 retains the ancestral expression pattern and function. Thus, SSP has diverged in function after duplication from a component of the brassinosteroid signaling pathway to a paternal regulator of the timing of zygote elongation. The ancestral function of SSP was lost by deletions in the kinase domain. Our sequence rate analysis revealed that SSP but not BSK1 has experienced a greatly accelerated rate of amino acid sequence changes and relaxation of purifying selection. In addition, SSP has been duplicated to create a new gene (SSP-like1) with a completely different expression pattern, a shorter coding sequence that has lost a critical functional domain, and a greatly accelerated rate of amino acid sequence evolution along with evidence for positive selection, together indicative of neofunctionalization. This study illustrates two dramatic examples of neofunctionalization following gene duplication by complete changes in expression pattern and function. In addition, our findings indicate that paternal control of zygote elongation by SSP is an evolutionarily recent innovation in the Brassicaceae family.